We propose a novel Multi-Task Learning framework (FEGA-MTL) 
Introduction
Head pose estimation and tracking is critical for surveillance and human-behavior understanding, and has been extensively studied for over a decade [15] . However, most existing approaches compute the head pose from high resolution images, where facial features are clearly visible. Estimating the head pose from large field-of-view surveillance cameras, where faces are typically captured at 50×50 or lower pixel resolution, has received importance only recently [5, 16, 19] . Computing the head pose under these conditions is difficult, as faces appear blurred and models employing detailed facial information are ineffective. Fewer still are head pose estimation methods that utilize information from multiple surveillance cameras. Employing a single camera view is insufficient for studying people's behavior in large environments and multi-view images have been exploited to achieve robust pose estimation [14, 22, 17, 20, 23] . However, methods such as [14, 20] estimate pose as a person rotates in place, but is not freely moving around in the environment. The broader goal of this work is to analyze behavior [13] from head pose cues in unstructured interactive settings (e.g. parties), where targets (persons) can move around freely. Therefore, in this paper we consider the problem of multi-view head pose classification under target motion. Fig.1 (left) illustrates the challenges involved in the considered scenario. The facial appearance of a target with identical 3D head pose but at different positions varies considerably due to perspective and scale. As the target moves, the face can appear larger/smaller and face parts can become occluded/visible due to the target's relative position with respect to the camera. We investigated the effect of appearance change on pose classification using the DPOSE dataset [17] , which comprises synchronously recorded images of moving persons from four camera views, associated target positions and head pose annotations. Upon dividing the DPOSE space into four quadrants Q1-Q4, we trained an SVM classifier with HOG [7] features extracted from the 4-view images corresponding to a particular quadrant. The SVM was then tested with images from each of the quadrants and the task was to assign head pose to one of eight classes, each denoting a quantized 45 o (360 o /8) head-pan. Fig.1(right) presents the results. Much lower accuracies were obtained when training and test images came from different quadrants, confirming the adverse impact of positioninduced appearance changes on head pose classification.
To address this issue, we propose FEGA-MTL, a FlExible GrAph-guided Multi-Task Learning framework for multi-view head pose classification under target motion. Given a set of related tasks, MTL attempts to learn relationships among the tasks as well as task-specific differences. Upon dividing a physical space into a discrete number of planar regions (as in Fig.1 ), we seek to learn the poseappearance relationship in each region. Analogous with the MTL problem, one can expect some similarity in facial appearance for a given head pose across the regions, and region-specific differences owing to perspective and scale.
FEGA-MTL seeks to simultaneously learn the relationship between facial appearance and head pose across all partitions of a dense uniform 2D spatial grid. Since the facial appearance is likely to be more similar for neighboring regions (as against spatially disjoint partitions), employing a single model to denote the inter-region appearance relationship can lead to negative transfer, arising when knowledge sharing has a negative impact on the performance of the learned model. Therefore, we devise a method where appearance-wise related grid clusters (which denote related tasks) are flexibly discovered, and the within-cluster appearance similarity is modeled via the MTL parameters.
Two graphs, which respectively define appearance similarity among (i) grid partitions for a particular head pose given camera geometry, and (ii) head pose classes, guide the learning process to output the optimal spatial partitioning comprising a number of grid clusters and an associated MTL classifier. During the classification stage, upon determining the position corresponding to a test instance using a person tracker, the corresponding region-specific classifier is invoked. Our approach is flexible owing to three main reasons: (1) It can work with arbitrary camera setups; (2) The learning algorithm can adaptively deal with multiple feature descriptors having differing discriminative power, and (3) Given the camera geometry and face appearance features, the optimal grid-cluster configuration is automatically discovered using our approach. Experiments confirm that FEGA-MTL outperforms competing head pose classification and MTL approaches.
To summarize, the paper's contributions are: (i) It represents one of the first works to explore multi-view head pose classification under target motion; (ii) To our knowledge, an MTL framework for head pose classification has not been proposed before; (iii) A novel graph-guided approach for simultaneously learning a set of classifiers and their relationships is proposed, and an efficient solver is devised; (iv) We seamlessly connect camera geometry (traditional computer vision) with machine learning for head pose classification through a novel graph modeling strategy; (v) FEGA-MTL is a general framework, potentially applicable to many computer vision and pattern recognition problems.
Related Work
Head Pose Classification from Low Resolution Faces. Head-pose classification from surveillance images has been investigated in a number of works [3, 5, 16, 19] . In [16] , a Kullback-Leibler distance-based facial appearance descriptor is proposed for low resolution images. The array-ofcovariances (ARCO) descriptor is introduced in [19] , and is found to be effective for representing faces as it is robust to scale and illumination changes. In [3, 5] , head pose estimation with weak or no supervision is achieved employing motion-based cues and constraints imposed by joint modeling of head and body pose. However, all these works address single view head pose classification.
Few works estimate head pose fusing information from multiple views [14, 17, 20, 23] . A particle filter is combined with a neural network for pan/tilt classification in [20] . A HOG-based confidence measure is also used to determine the relevant views. In [14] , SVMs are employed to calculate a probability distribution for head pose in each view. The results are fused to produce a more precise estimate. Nevertheless, both these works attempt to determine head orientation as a person rotates in place and position-induced appearance variations are not considered.
A weighted distance approach for classifying pose under target motion is proposed in [17] . Upon dividing the space into four quadrants, max-margin distance learning is employed to learn a classifier per region-such a rigid space partitioning scheme will not optimally encode the pose-appearance relationship under motion, with arbitrary camera geometry. In [23] , head pose under motion is determined by mapping the target's face texture onto a spherical head model, and subsequently locating the face in the unfolded spherical head image. However, many camera views are required to produce an accurate texture map-9 cameras are used in [23] . In contrast, our approach is predominantly image-based, applicable even with few camera views.
Multi-task Learning. MTL methods aim to simultaneously learn classification/regression models for a set of related tasks. This typically leads to better models as compared to a learner that does not account for task relationships. Traditional MTL methods consider a single shared model, assuming that all the tasks are related [1, 8, 21] . However, when some of the tasks are unrelated, this may lead to negative transfer. Recently, more sophisticated approaches have been proposed to counter this problem. These methods assume some a-priori knowledge (e.g. in the form of a graph) defining task dependencies [6] or learn the task relationships simultaneously with task-specific parameters [11, 24, 10, 25, 9] . Among these, the work most similar to ours is [6] . Similar to [6] , our algorithm adopts a graph to specify a-priori task dependencies. We also overcome the limitations of [6] as FEGA-MTL automatically discovers task relationships and refines the initial graph structure. For multi-view head pose estimation under motion, the graph structure is very useful as it reflects interregion facial appearance similarity as derived from the camera geometry. As we deal with freely moving targets, in the preprocessing stage, a color-based particle filter tracker incorporating multi-view geometry information is employed to reliably localize the target's face and extract multi-view face crops. Also, the tracker allows for determining the target position corresponding to a test instance, so that the appropriate region-based pose classifier can be invoked. Features extracted from the multi-view face appearance images are fed to the FEGA-MTL module for learning region-specific classification parameters.
Multi-view Head Pose Classification

System Overview
The learning process is guided by two graphs that respectively model appearance-based task dependencies among grid partitions and head pose classes-(a) the region graph quantifies the multi-view facial appearance distortion based on camera geometry, as the target moves from one grid partition to another, and (b) the pose graph posits that neighboring head pose classes tend to have more similar facial appearance. FEGA-MTL outputs the pose classification parameters for each grid partition, and the configuration of grid clusters so that the facial appearance for a given head pose is very similar in those partitions constituting a cluster-these grid clusters denote the learnt task relationships given the features and task dependencies. We will now describe each of these modules in detail.
Preprocessing
Tracking and Head Localization. A multi-view, colorbased particle filter [12] is used to compute the 3D body centroid of moving targets. A 30×30×20 cm-sized dense 3D grid (with 1cm resolution) of hypothetic head locations is then placed around the estimated 3D head-position provided by the particle filter 1 . Assuming a spherical model of the head, a contour likelihood is computed for each grid point by projecting a 3D sphere onto each view using camera calibration information. The grid point with the highest likelihood sum is determined as the head location. The tracking and head localization procedures are illustrated in Fig.2 . The head is then cropped and resized to 20 × 20 pixels in each view.
Feature Extraction. Head crops from the different views are concatenated to generate the multi-view face crops as shown in Fig.2 , and similar to previous works [3, 5] , we employ HOG descriptors to effectively describe the face appearance for head pose classification. The multiview face appearance image is divided into non-overlapping 4 × 4 patches, and a 9-bin histogram is used as the HOG descriptor for each image patch.
Space Partitioning and Graph Modeling
Region Graph Modeling. To apply FEGA-MTL, we initially divide the 2D ground space into a uniform grid with R partitions, as shown in Fig.3 . We want to learn the poseappearance relationship in each partition. The algorithm learns from a training set
. . , C} are the head pose labels (C = 8 classes in our setting). One of the graphs guiding the learning process specifies the similarity in appearance for a given head pose across regions based on camera geometry. If grid partitions form the graph nodes, we determine the edge set E 1 and the associated edge weights γ mn quantifying the appearance distortion between T m and T n due to positional change from region m to region n-these edge weights indicate whether knowledge sharing between regions m and n is beneficial or not.
As mentioned earlier, we model the target's head as a sphere. Let Z k denote the sphere placed at the target's 3D head position p k , and whose multi-view camera projection yields training image I k in T m . Using camera calibration parameters, one can compute the correspondence between surface points in Z k and pixels in I k . Then, we move Z k to position p l corresponding to image I l in T n , and determine how many surface points in Z k are still visible in I l . The appearance distortion over U camera views due to dis-
where n 0 is the number of surface points in Z k that are occluded after translation and ξ is a constant that penalizes such occlusion.
The appearance similarity between regions m and n is then computed based on a Gaussian model by considering distortion between all image-pairs associated to T m , T n as:
N m and N n are number of images in T m and T n . σ = 1 and E 1 is the set of edges for which γ mn ≥ 0.1. Fig.3 depicts the appearance similarity maps for two different camera configurations when the head-sphere at p k is moved around in space (the projection of p k on the ground is denoted by the red 'X'). When p k is close to the cameraless room corner in the 3-camera setup, a number of regions around p k share a high appearance similarity, implying that pose-appearance relationship can be learnt jointly in these regions. However, the similarity measure decreases sharply as the target moves from p k towards any of the three cameras, and tends to zero for the upper diagonal half of the room. Also, when a camera is introduced in the fourth room corner, appearance similarity holds only for a smaller portion of space around p k as compared to the 3-camera case.
Pose Graph Modeling. A second graph guiding the learning process models the fact that facial appearances should be more similar for neighboring pose classes as compared to non-neighboring classes. For example, as shown in Fig.2 
Flexible Graph-guided MTL
Given a training set T t , for each task (region) t, we define the matrix
N t denotes the total number of training samples, we also
N ×D obtained concatenating the matrices X t for all the R tasks. In this paper, the notation (·) indicates the transpose operator. For each training sample, we construct a binary label indicator vector y (from left to right) Appearance similarity map computed around a point with 3 camera views and 4 camera views, initial grid partitions and learned grid clusters for the 3-camera setup (figure best viewed in color).
where γ ij 's and β ij 's are the appearance similarity-based weights of region graph edges E 1 and pose graph edges E 2 respectively as described in Sec 3.3. The term S 2 F regulates model complexity, while the 1 norm regularizer imposes the weights s t,c of appearance-wise related regions and neighboring classes to be close together. In particular, region clusters are formed as λ 1 → ∞. Importantly, this effect is feature-specific-cluster structure varies from feature to feature, and the clustering obtained for the more and less discriminant features can be very different. This is primarily why our method is flexible, and the model as well as the proposed optimization strategy benefit from this important effect.
To solve (1), we adopt the Fast Iterative ShrinkageThresholding Algorithm (FISTA) [2] . FISTA solves optimization problems of the form min μ f (μ) + r(μ), where f (μ) is convex and smooth, r(μ) is convex but non-smooth. Due to its simplicity and scalability, FISTA is a popular tool for solving many convex smooth/non-smooth problems. In each FISTA iteration, a proximal step is computed [2] :
,μ k is the current estimate and L k is a step-size determined by line search. To apply FISTA to our optimization problem, we define:
Incorporating the above definition in (2) followed by algebraic manipulation, the proximal step amounts to solving the following:
with ADMM as follows:
. We solve (3) by considering S, Θ separately, using the procedure described in Algorithm 1. To optimize with respect to S, we devise a novel approach using alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [4] . In Algorithm 1, ST λ (x) = sign(x) max(|x| − λ, 0) is a soft-thresholding operator and the matrix E =
is defined considering the edge-vertex incident matrices
Regarding the computational complexity of Algorithm 1, the main steps in the outer loop are: the update of Θ which takes O(DR) time, the gradient computation taking O(N t DR) time and the update of S. The last step is the most computationally expensive as it requires a Cholesky matrix factorization (O(R 3 )) for each dimension d = 1, . . . , D. However, the Cholesky factorization is performed only in the outer loop. In the inner loop, each iteration involves solving one linear system (O(R 2 )) and a soft-thresholding operation (O (|E 1 | + |E 2 |) ).
After the learning phase, the computed weights matrix W = S + Θ is used for classification. While testing, upon determining the region t associated to a test sample x test using the person tracker, the corresponding w t,c 's are used to compute the head pose label as arg max c=1,...,C w t,c x test .
Experimental Results
In this section, we compare head pose classification results achieved with FEGA-MTL against (i) state-of-theart head pose estimation methods and (ii) other MTL approaches. We perform our experiments on the DPOSE dataset [17] . To our knowledge, there are no other databases for benchmarking multi-view head pose classification performance under target motion. The CLEAR [18] and UcoHead [14] databases are recorded with targets rotating inplace, while the dataset proposed in [23] does not include ground-truth head pose measurements for moving targets. DPOSE comprises over 50000 4-view synchronized images recorded for 16 moving targets, with associated positional and head pose measurements (target positions are computed using the person tracker [12] ).
As mentioned earlier, the larger goal of this work is to detect interactions in informal gatherings such as parties, where we mainly focus on classifying the head-pan into one of 8 classes (each denoting a 45
• pan range). Since faces are captured at low-resolution by distant, large field-of-view cameras, this task is quite challenging and the state-of-theart can achieve only about 79% accuracy on the 4-view face images (Table 1) . We divide DPOSE into mutually exclusive training/validation/test sets. For all methods, regularization parameters are tuned using the validation set, considering values in the interval [2
We consider an initial, uniformly spaced grid with R = 25 regions as shown in Fig.3 . Our results denote mean classification accuracies obtained from five independent trials, where a randomly chosen training set is employed in each trial. Table 1 presents results comparing FEGA-MTL with competing head pose classification methods. We gradually increase the training set size from 5 to 30 samples/class/region, while the test set comprises images from all regions. As baselines, we consider the recent multi-view approach which probabilistically fuses the output of multiple SVMs [14] and the state-of-the-art ARCO classifier [19] which is shown to be powerful at low resolution (we feed in the 4-view image features to ARCO in order to extend it to the multi-view setup). As shown in the table, both these methods perform poorly with respect to the proposed approach, as they are not designed to account for facial distortions due to scale/perspective changes.
A better strategy in such cases is to compensate for position-induced appearance distortions in some way [17, 23] . The texture-mapping approach presented in [23] is shown to be accurate, but many cameras are required for effective texture mapping. Instead, we attempted the warping method proposed in [17] , which despite its simplicity is shown to effectively work with few low-resolution views. We implemented a radial basis SVM to determine head pose from the warped 4-view images. Warping is greatly beneficial in the considered scenario as the Single SVM+Warping method significantly outperforms Single SVM.
It is pertinent to point out two differences between our approach and [17] - [17] proposes a pre-defined division of space (the room is divided into 4 quadrants) which is not necessarily optimal for describing the pose-appearance relationship under arbitrary camera geometry. Secondly, task relationships are not considered in [17] , and an independent classifier is used for each quadrant. In contrast, FEGA-MTL discovers the optimal configuration of grid clusters that best describes the pose-appearance relationship given camera geometry. Considering task relationships enables FEGA-MTL to achieve higher classification accuracy than a single global classifier (Single SVM), Single SVM+Warping and separate region-specific classifiers that do not consider inter-region appearance relationships (Multiple Region-specific SVMs). Table 1 also presents accuracies obtained with 21 MTL [1] , which assumes all tasks share a common component. As discussed before, negative transfer adversely affects performance of 21 MTL, while FEGA-MTL achieves higher accuracy upon flexibly discovering related tasks. We also repeated the experiments employing only two of the four camera views for head pose classification, and while obtained accuracies are expectedly lower in this case, the accuracy trends are still consistent with the 4-view scenario. Table 2 compares classification performance of various MTL methods. The advantage of employing MTL for head pose classification under target motion is obvious since all MTL approaches greatly outperform single SVM. Moreover, having a flexible learning algorithm which is able to infer appearance relationships among regions provides some advantages in terms of classification accuracy. This is confirmed by the fact that in all situations (varying training set sizes and number of camera views) FTC MTL [24] , Clustered MTL [25] and FEGA-MTL achieve superior performance. FEGA-MTL, which independently considers features and employs graphs to explicitly model region and head pose-based appearance relationships, achieves the best performance. The usefulness of modeling both region and pose-based task dependencies through FEGA-MTL is evident on observing the results in Table 2 . Using the region graph alone is beneficial as such, while employing the region and pose graphs in conjunction produces the best classification performance. Fig .3 shows the initial spatial grid and the optimal spatial partitioning learned for a three-camera system with 5 training images/class/region. Clustered regions correspond to identical columns of the task similarity matrix S, i.e. two regions t i and t j merge if s t i ,c = s t j ,c ∀c. Constrained by the appearance similarity graph weights, spatially adjacent regions tend to cluster together. While regions closer to the camera-less room corner tend to form large clusters, smaller clusters are observed as one moves closer to the cameras owing to larger facial appearance distortions caused by perspective and scale changes. Apart from the region and posebased appearance similarity graph weights, facial appearance features also influence the clustering of related regions, and therefore, the computed optimal partitioning.
To further demonstrate the advantages of FEGA-MTL, we compare it with the other graph-guided MTL methods [6, 26] . Fig.4 shows that higher accuracy is obtained with our approach for different training set sizes. A main difference between FEGA-MTL and these methods [6, 26] is that they do not decompose w t,c as s t,c + θ t,c , and due to the non-consideration of task-specific components θ t,c , they have less flexibility. Moreover, in [26] (due to the use of 2 norm) and [6] (due to smoothing) task-clustering is encouraged but not enforced, i.e. the w t,c 's corresponding to a cluster are similar but not identical.
Also, it is worth noting that FEGA-MTL can also be used in a single-view setting. However, the use of multiple views is greatly advantageous. Fig.4 presents the accuracies obtained with 4-view features against single-view features (mean of the accuracies obtained with each of the four views is considered here). Expectedly, higher classification accuracy is obtained with the four-view features. The performance gain achieved using FEGA-MTL over an SVM modeling pose-appearance relationship over the entire space is evident, for both single and four-view cases.
Finally, Fig.5 shows some qualitative results obtained with FEGA-MTL for single and multiple targets tracked real-time using [12] . With multiple targets, identical colors are used to denote the pose direction frustum and face crop rectangle for each target. This scenario is quite challenging, as six targets are interacting naturally and freely moving around in the room.
Conclusions
We propose a novel graph-guided FEGA-MTL framework for classifying head pose of moving targets from multiple camera views. Starting from a dense 2D spatial grid, two graphs which respectively model appearance similarity among grid partitions and head pose classes guide the learner to output region-specific pose classifiers and the optimal space partitioning. Experiments demonstrate the superiority of FEGA-MTL over competing methods. 
